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1. SUMMARY 

During the 1997 field season, Cyprus Canada Inc. conducted a helicopter supported 
prospecting program on a number of claim blocks, subject to a farm-in agreement with 
Alliance Pacific Gold Corp. Sampling for Fort Knox-Dublin Gulch style of gold 
mineralization was concentrated on specific target areas within a 75 kilometres by 100 
kilometres area centred on syenite, quartz monzonite and granite intrusions of 
Cretaceous age, located in the Rogue Range of the Selwyn Mountains, 380 kilometres 
northeast of Whitehorse, Yukon. The total magnetic intensity data indicates that the 
small, one to ten kilometres in diameter, intrusions exposed at surface are apopheses 
from larger, buried intrusions stretching for at least 65 kilometres in a WNW direction. 
Approximately 35 mandays were spent on the nine claim blocks and a total of 212 
rockchip, soil and silt samples were collected. 

Gold mineralization, in quartz and quartz-sulphide veins, is localized in the margins of 
the intrusions and adjacent hornfels aureoles. One or more chip samples grading > 1 
glt Au were reported from six claim blocks. The other claims examined returned 
considerably less encouraging results from this sampling program. 

Total expenditure by Cyprus was approximately $80,000. 



2. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The discovery of gold in sheeted and stockwork quartz vein systems hosted by granitic 
intrusions has led to the recognition of the 'Fort Knox' type of intrusive hosted gold 
deposit in Alaska and Yukon. Accessory elements include Bi, Te, As, Wand Mo. Gold 
grades are typically in the 0.5 to 1.7 glt range but tonnages can be significant. Two of 
these deposits, Fort Knox and Brewery Creek, are in production but only because of a 
combination of low stripping ratio, proximity to power and infrastructure, and at least 
partially oxidized and broken host rock. A third deposit, Dublin Gulch, has not achieved 
production for a number of reasons including hard, unweathered host rock, higher strip 
ratio, lack of infrastructure and awkward topography. 

Not only is the Emerald Lake area devoid of any amenities such as roads, infrastructure 
and power but it is characterized by extremely rugged, recently glaciated topography. 
To be economic, a gold deposit will probably require significant intervals of plus 5 g/t 
Au. Most of the mineralization noted during 1997 appears to be associated with widely 
spaced quartz or quartz-sulphide veins near the margins of the stocks and plutons. The 
hornfelsed aureoles were developed in relatively unreactive sedimentary rocks and are 
not particularly favourable host rocks for gold mineralization. Although gold is 
widespread in a number of intrusions in the area, the lack of structural complexity, either 
faulting andlor folding, to provide a locus for better grade mineralization is disappointing. 

In spite of these negative points, there are a number of mineralized intrusions and 
anomalous drainage basins deserving of further prospecting and sampling. 

Additional sampling and prospecting is recommended on the YZ and WEAS claim 
blocks. Review of earlier Agip work on the MY claims is suggested before any 
follow-up of a reported mineralized interval of 10 metres grading 15.9 glt Au. 

More sampling and prospecting would be useful on the AU, LM and EM claim blocks 
but at lower priority than the previously discussed blocks. 

During the proposed mapping and sampling, greater effort should be directed 
towards continuous chip or panel sampling and estimation of volume of veins to 
reach a better estimation of gold grade. 

No further work is recommended on the following claim blocks; BEN, ET, HIS, HER, 
NID, and FIDO. 



3. INTRODUCTION 

Exploration, since 1989, for gold associated with quartz-monzonite intrusions in Alaska 
and western Yukon (now termed 'Tombstone Suite') has discovered three significant 
gold deposits. From west to east they are: 

1. Fort Knox, 158.3 million tonnes grading 0.83 glt Au (proven and probable), 
production cash cost approximately $1 90 per ounce. 

2. Brewery Creek, 17.1 million tonnes grading 1.45 g/t Au (mineable reserves), 
production cash cost approximately $190 per ounce. 

3. Dublin Gulch, 50.4 million tonnes grading 0.93 g/t Au (mineable reserves). 

Since the discovery of these deposits, there has been considerable exploration activity 
focussed on the belt of quartz-monzonite intrusions extending from Fairbanks, Alaska to 
MacTung on the Yukon-NVVT border. Alliance Pacific staked their claim blocks, located 
northwest of MacTung, in 1995 and 1996. After conducting an initial assessment, 
including core drilling on four of the claim blocks, Alliance Pacific farmed-out the 
properties to Cyprus Canada Inc. 

Under the terms of an agreement, dated 30 June, 1997, between Cyprus Canada Inc. 
and Alliance Pacific Gold Corp and Brian Lueck, Cyprus can earn 70 percent in 12 claim 
blocks through work commitments totaling $4,000,000 over five years. First year work 
commitment is $70,000. 

4. LOCATION AND ACCESS 

The project area is located 380 kilometres NE of Whitehorse on NTS map sheet number 
1050 (Figure 1) and includes a number of claim blocks spread across a 75 by 100 
kilometres area (Figure 2). 

The inactive Plata Mine camp and airstrip, located on the west side of the project area 
and some 90 kilometres west of the MacTung deposit was used as a base of 
operations. The camp is accessible by a 100 kilometres long winter bulldozer trail from 
the North Canol Road. 

Fixed wing aircraft up to DC-3 in size have used the Plata strip. Emerald Lake, located 
in the centre of the project area is amenable to float planes. Access to the claim blocks 
and target areas, usually located in steep to precipitous topography, is easiest by 
helicopter. 
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5. CLAIMS 

The ~roiect area includes 12 claim blocks totalling 520 claim units. Table 1 summarizes . . - 
the pertinent claim data. 

CLAIM STATUS 

TABLE 1 
NAME CLAIM NO. 

AU 1-42 
BEN 1-64 
ET 1-16 

HER 1-4 
HIS 1-4 
MY 1-52 
MY 57-154 

FlDO 1-64 
WEAS 1-4 
WEAS 2540 
WE AS 43-52 

NID 1-24 
YZ 1-4 
LM 1-6 
EM 1-106 
EM 107-112 

RECORD NO. EXPIRY 

04/28/2001 
07/22/2000 
04/28/2001 
04/28/2001 
04/28/2001 
04/28/2001 
04/28/2001 
0711 612001 
06/29/2001 
06/29/2001 
06/29/2001 
05/26/2001 
05/26/2001 
04/28/2001 
05/26/2000 
05/26/2000 

OWNER 

APGC 
BRIAN LUECK 

APGC 
APGC 
APGC 
APGC 
APGC 
APGC 
APGC 
APGC 
APGC 
APGC 
APGC 
APGC 

BRIAN LUECK 
BRIAN LUECK 

PROJECT 

EMERALD LAKE 
EMERALD LAKE 
EMERALD LAKE 
EMERALD LAKE 
EMERALD LAKE 
EMERALD LAKE 
EMERALD LAKE 
EMERALD LAKE 
EMERALD LAKE 
EMERALD LAKE 
EMERALD LAKE 
EMERALD LAKE 
EMERALD LAKE 
EMERALD LAKE 
EMERALD LAKE 
EMERALD LAKE 

6. REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

The Emerald Lake Project lies within the eastern portion of the Selwyn Basin which is 
comprised of Late Proterozoic to Triassic marine sediments underlain by clastics 
derived from the cratonic margin located to the east. Most of the following are excerpts 
from "Intrusion Related Au Mineralization Associated With Lithophile Elements: An 
Under-Recognized MetaNogenic Association" - an electronic poster by Lang et a/, 1997, 
MDRU. 

Late Cretaceous felsic to intermediate intrusives were emplaced during a period of 
regional folding and faulting associated with east-west shortening. Recent work has 
subdivided these intrusions into two groups; The Tombstone Plutonic Suite and the 
Tungsten Plutonic suite. Together, these suites form the northernmost magmatic belt in 
the Yukon, termed the Tombstone-Tungsten Magmatic Belt (lTMB). This narrow belt 
extends for up to 500 kilometre from just east of the Yukon-Northwest Territories border 
to the Tintina Fault near Dawson City, Yukon, with an extension of the belt located 450 
kilometres to the northwest in the Fairbanks district, Alaska, due to dextral displacement 
along the Tintina Fault (Fig. 1). Extensive radiometric dating indicates that the entire 
belt was emplaced between 89 Ma and 95 Ma, with most at 91 k1.5 Ma. 



The TTMB has been subdivided into two contemporaneous and partially overlapping 
suites. The Tungsten Plutonic Suite (WPS) forms the eastern end of the belt, whereas 
the Tombstone Plutonic Suite (TPS) forms the remainder of the belt to the west. Both 
suites were emplaced into Proterozoic to Paleozoic rocks of platformal and miogeoclinal 
facies (Ogilvie-Mackenzie Platform) or of basinal facies (Selwyn Basin). In the central 
and western Yukon, TPS plutons cut thrust faults which were active between late 
Jurassic and mid-Cretaceous time. No coeval volcanic rocks are recognized with either 
the TPS or the WPS. 

The TPS comprises the bulk of the TTMB and is discussed in some detail since these 
intrusions are associated with the gold deposits. Most TPS intrusions are subalkaline, 
metaluminous biotite-hornblendekpyroxene granodiorite, quartz monzonite, 
monzogranite and syenite, with minor granite, and rare gabbro and clinopyroxenite. 
Abundant associated dikes include lamprophyres, pegrnatites, aplites, and dikes similar 
in composition to the main intrusive phases. Intrusions range from plugs to small 
batholiths, with larger intrusions commonly gradationally zoned from relatively mafic 
marginal phases to more differentiated interior phases. It is not clear if there is a 
consistent progression in intrusive composition over time. 

The medium to coarse-grained intrusions are typically porphyritic and megaphenocrysts 
of K-feldspar to several centimetres in length are common. Magnetite is almost 
completely absent, traces of ilmenite are common, and titanite is typically either absent 
or quite abundant. Miarolitic cavities are common in TPS intrusions and generally are 
typically less than a few centimetres in size, but within the Emerald Lake pluton they are 
up to two metres in diameter. lnfill of miarolites is commonly zoned and comprises 
quartz, tourmaline, alkalic feldspar, biotite and locally sulphide or sulphosalt minerals. 

Two mineralogically and compositionally distinct subsets of the TPS have been 
recognized. 

1. Alkalic rocks are limited to the westernmost end of the belt in the Yukon and 
comprise monzonite, syenite and tinguaite. These intrusions contain, at least locally, 
melanite garnet, feldspathoids, alkalic amphiboles and pyroxenes, and rare fluorite. 

2. Intrusions of peraluminous compositions are ~olumetrically very minor. As an 
example, the core of the zoned Syenite Ranges intrusion contains a small zone of 
weakly to moderately peraluminous, tourmaline-bearing granite that has gradational 
contacts with the main metaluminous phases of the intrusion. In general, field 
observations and preliminary geochemical data suggest that these peraluminous 
phases are late-stage differentiates of the metalurninous magmas. 

An important feature of almost all TPS intrusions is the development of extensive 
contact metamorphic aureoles. These aluminosilicate-bearing hornfels zones are up to 
several kilometre in width, and are commonly much larger than the associated 
intrusions. Abundant pyrrhotite generates prominent magnetic highs. 



7. MINERALIZATION 

Although, mineralization associated with TPS intrusions is widely variable in style, the 
different styles have an overall metal assemblage of Au-Bi-W-As*(Sb, Mo. Hg, Ag, Zn, 
Cu). Mineralized districts usually contain several types of deposits commonly zoned 
around intrusions. Styles of mineralization explored in Alaska and Yukon include: 

Sheeted Au-Quartz Veins within lntrusions. The Fort Knox and Dublin Gulch gold 
deposits are the most economically significant members of this class. The quartz 
veins are narrow, planar, generally parallel to regional structures and are dominated 
by quartz, with variable amounts of sericite, K-feldspar, biotite, calcite, scheelite and 
tourmaline. They are generally low in sulphide, but locally contain abundant pyrite 
and arsenopyrite accompanied by minor molybdenite and bismuthinite. Alteration is 
restricted to narrow sericitekKfeldspar envelopes. Veins in the surrounding 
metasedimentary rocks are weakly to unmineralized but often contain abundant 
tourmaline. Although sheeted veins are developed through extensive portions of the 
intrusions, mineralization is typically spatially restricted to a portion of the intrusions. 

Au-Bearing Disseminations and Quartz Stringers Within Intrusions. The best 
example is Brewery Creek where mineralization is found in small dikes, sills and 
plugs outside of the hornfels zone which surrounds larger intrusions to the south. 
Veining is not sheeted. 

Metasediment-Hosted, Disseminated, Stringer and Breccia Mineralization Outside 
lntrusions and External to Hornfels Zones. Examples include the Pacific, Blue and 
North Slope zones at Brewery Creek, and the Discovery zone at Ida. 

Large, Auriferous Quartz-Sulphide Veins Outside Intrusions but Within Hornfels 
Zones. Examples include the Olive and Catto Creek zones at Dublin Gulch, and 
Mike North at Mike Lake. 

Sediment-Hosted Stratabound Sulphide Replacements. These are both within and 
outside the hornfels (e.g., Wayne near Keno Hill, Heidi at Lake Creek). This is 
broadly similar to Carlin style mineralization (Poulsen et al., 1996). 

Skarn at Intrusive Contacts. There are numerous WkSnMu occurrences reported 
and a scattering of Cu-Au skarn occurrences. 

Sn Anomalies Outside Intrusions. Sn-bearing breccias and skarns (e.g., Tin Dome at 
Dublin Gulch) are within the hornfels but are slightly more peripheral to intrusive 
contacts than W skarns. 

Pb-Zn-AgMu Veins. These are found mostly outside the metamorphic aureole and 
are the style most peripheral to intrusions. In many systems, these zones remain to 
be conclusively linked to the TPS intrusions. A direct connection between some 
examples of this style (e.g., Keno Hill) remains tenuous. 



A critical feature of intrusion-hosted mineralization in TPS systems is the formation of 
Au and sulphide mineralization in several different stages ranging from near solidus to 
low-temperature conditions. At Emerald Lake mineralization precipitated in: 

= Large miarolites infilled with quartz-K-feldspar-apatite-tourmaline-biotite; 
Early hornblende-biotite pegmatoidal dikesheins; 
High-temperature quartz-hornblende-feldspar-titanite veins; and 
Lower temperature, sheeted vein deposits. 

8. LOCAL GEOLOGY 

The Selwyn Basin sedimentary rocks include quartzite, slate and phyllite of the Late 
Proterozoic Rapitan Group, black chert of the Ordovician Road River Formation, and 
graphitic shale, argillite of the Devonian Earn Group (GSC Open Files 1006, 11 18). 

The sedimentary sequence is intruded by granodiorite to quartz monzonite stocks and 
plugs of the Tombstone suite, dated at -92 Ma (Lang ef a/, 1997). Most of the 
intrusives range in size from small plugs less than one square kilometre in area to 
stocks of 20 to 30 square kilometres. The intrusions are generally medium grained and 
equigranular, although porphyritic and megacrystic varieties are known. The intrusions 
generally contain 10 to 20 percent quartz, a similar percentage biotite, and up to 70 
percent plagioclase feldspar. Magnetite is absent, however minor amounts of pyrrhotite 
contribute to a weak magnetic signature. By far, the dominant magnetic signature is 
associated with pyrrhotite-biotite hornfels zones that extend more than a kilometre from 
the intrusive contacts. 

The intrusions are generally quite massive and unweathered. Gold mineralization within 
the intrusions is typically related to narrow quartz veins and veinlets, which are usually 
steeply dipping and sheeted. The vast majority of the veins are less than five 
centimetres wide, and strike for several metres to tens of metres. There appears to be a 
gradation from poorly or non-mineralized veins with minor biotite haloes and trace 
pyrrhotite, to modestly mineralized veins with biotite - sulphide haloes, to well 
mineralized veins with locallv massive sulphides. The most common sulnhides are 
arsenopyrite, pyrite, pyrrhoiite, sphalerit& galena, chalcopyrite, molybdenite and 
bismuthinite. Alteration within the mineralized zones is restricted to the immediate vein 
selvage, and is rarely pervasive between veins. 

A small zone of auriferous skarn and vein mineralization occurs locally within the 
hornfels of the Ann Mark intrusion (1 050103, Weas claims). 

High grade narrow silver-lead veins occur north of the Plata camp, on the Plata-Inca 
claims. These veins are hosted within a series of faults and shear zones, the most 
important of which is an east-west striking, south 45 degrees dipping thrust. Dawson 



Eldorado Mines Ltd. produced approximately 2900 tonnes of ore grading 4800 g/t Ag 
from more than nine veins, during the period 1983 to 1987. Several auriferous veins 
are also present at Plata, the most significant being the P4 zone with a drill-indicated 
resource of about 159,000 tonnes grading 402 g/t Ag and 3.8 glt Au (Angeren, 1997). 
Yukon Gold drilled six holes in 1996 targeting the P3 and P4 zones, and suggested that 
the Plata veins held potential for over 450,000 tonnes. The veins could be genetically 
related to the Plata North intrusion exposed seven kilometres to the north. 

9. PREVIOUS WORK 

As a result of discoveries at Tom, Jason, Plata and MacTung, the Emerald Lake area 
was explored for base metals, silver and tungsten by numerous companies since the 
1960s. Within the project claim areas, the majority of the previous work was conducted 
by Atlas and Agip from 1969 to 1982 and included regional stream sediment and soil 
sampling, prospecting and trenching. 

In 1990, 
sampling 
This pron 

the government released RGS data from a systematic stream sediment 
program over the Yukon portion of the NTS sheet (GSC Open File 2364). 

ipted Yukon Gold's (now Alliance Pacific Gold Corp) 1995 program of silt, soil 
and rock sampling, to follow-up the numerous gold-arsenic anomalies centred on the 
TPS intrusives. This program successfully located gold-sulphide mineralization 
associated with sheeted quartz veins in several of the intrusions, most notably at 
Arrowhead, Emerald Lake, Ann Mark and Plata North. Yukon Gold continued its 
exploration in 1996 with a 16 hole diamond drill program, further prospecting and 
sampling work. The best drill results came from holes at Arrowhead and Ann Mark, 
which returned 1.84 glt Au over 96 metres, and 1.01 glt Au over 21 metres, 
respectively. 

10. 1997 WORK PROGRAM 

Cyprus' 1997 program was designed to investigate the potential for sediment-hosted 
gold deposits in the hornfels aureoles surrounding the intrusions. Target selection was 
based largely upon the government stream sediment sampling data, with a focus on 
gold anomalies unexplained by known intrusive hosted mineralization. Map 1 shows 
the location of the target areas, which usually consist of anomalous drainage basins. 
Some of the targets were upgraded by the presence of a magnetic response in an area 
where only sediments had been mapped. A secondary objective was to examine areas 
of known mineralization within the intrusives on the Alliance Pacific claims, and involved 
re-evaluation of the Ann Mark, Plata North and Tom Zones, etc. Map 1 shows sample 
locations and Au assay results for all areas except 1050103, 1050/06, 1050/11 and 
1050112, which due to space limitations are plotted at 1:50,000 scale as Maps 3 
through 6. Appendix 1 contains sample descriptions and analytical results for Au plus 
35 element ICP analyses. Results from Cyprus' examinations of the various claim 
blocks are summarized below. 



10.1 WEAS Claims 
(WEAS 1 - 4,25 - 40,43 - 52, YB42979 - YB42982, YB43003 - YB43018, 

YB43021 - YB43030) NTS105-0 -3  

Location and Claims 

The WEAS claim block consists of 30 claims located in the Mayo Mining Division, 
Yukon Territory, on NTS map sheet 105 - 0 - 3 (Figure 3 and Map 3) about 40 
kilometres south of Emerald Lake, in the headwaters of Gold River. The center of the 
claim block is approximately 63'12' north latitude and 131°10' west longitude. About 90 
percent of the claim area is above tree line in extremely rugged, steep mountain terrain. 
Access is by helicopter. 

The WEAS claims were staked to cover a small biotite granodiorite - granite pluton of 
the Tombstone plutonic suite. The three kilometres long by two kilometres wide 
intrusion is emplaced into Devonian shale, chert, argillite, sandstone, chert pebble 
conglomerate, calcareous shale and minor shaly limestones. A strong contact 
metamorphic aureole several hundred metres wide was developed in the sedimentary 
rocks and is characterized by a strong "horse-shoe" shaped magnetic high anomaly 
around the intrusion. The granodiorite is coarse to medium grained with 15 to 30 
percent biotite and 10 to 20 percent quartz. Mineralization was found in the southern 
margin of the intrusion, occurring as structurally controlled sheeted quartz veins and 
veinlets and local stockwork. Arsenopyrite and lesser pyrite occur from a trace amount 
to massive sections within the veins. Minor chalcopyrite and bismuthinite were also 
observed. Very little wall rock alteration was noted. Only minor oxidation of minerals 
was observed along vein contacts. 

Previous Work 

Previous work included regional geological mapping by the GSC (Open File 1241, 
1982), and stream sediment sampling (RGS) released by the GSC in 1990. Since 
1994, Alliance Pacific has conducted a systematic exploration program on the WEAS 
claims including geological mapping, prospecting, soil and rock chip sampling and 
diamond drilling. Strong gold and arsenic anomalies were first found in soil along the 
margins of the pluton. Follow-up surface rock chip sampling outlined gold 
mineralization in a porphyry environment on the south margin of the intrusion, in the 
Ann Mark zone. Grab samples yielded gold values from 15 to 20 g/t Au. Five diamond 
drill holes totalling 1280 metres were drilled on this zone in 1996. Anomalous but 
mostly sub-economic gold mineralization was intersected with a 29 metre interval 
averaging 0.66 g/t Au. 



The 1997 work program by Cyprus on the WEAS claims consisted of six man-day 
helicopter reconnaissance sampling over the contact zones of the intrusion. A total of 
30 samples were collected (sample # 131801, 134181 to134197 and 134205 to 13421 1, 
134213 to134216, 135300). All were analyzed for Au plus 35 element ICP. The results 
are shown in Appendix 1 and Map 3. 

Of the 30 grab samples collected, the three best returned gold values of 20.13 glt, 7.21 
gfi and 5.69 glt Au. The highest grade was taken from a six centimetres wide 
arsenopyrite (25% aspy) - quartz vein in granodiorite near the contact zone. The rest of 
the samples returned generally low gold values. 

Recommendations 

The mineralization found near the contact zone does not warrant further drilling. 
Overall, the gold values in the Ann Mark zone are erratic with a strong arsenopyrite 
association. Further low priority work could be directed towards structural mapping to 
locate a favourable locus for mineralization. 





10.2 NID and YZ Claims 
(NID 1-24, YB64007-YB64030, YZ 1-4, YB64031-YB64034) NTS105-0 -6  

Location and Claims 

The NID claim block consists of 24 claims located about one kilometre south of Niddery 
Lake and the YZ claim block consists of four claims located about five kilometres to the 
west of NID claims. Both claim blocks are in the Mayo Mining Division, Yukon Territory, 
on NTS map sheet 105 - 0 - 6 (Figure 4 and Map 4). The center of the NID claim block 
is located at approximately 63'17' north latitude and 131°22' west longitude, and that of 
the YZ claims is at approximately 63'17.5' north latitude and 131'29' west longitude. 
About 70 percent of the claim areas are above tree line in moderately to extremely 
rugged relief. Access is easiest by helicopter. 

The NID and YZ claims were staked to cover two small Tombstone intrusions; one is 
approximately 1.5 kilometres in diameter and the other is 800 metres in diameter. Both 
are of granodiorite to quartz monzonite in composition. These stocks have intruded into 
the Ordovician to Silurian sedimentary rocks of the Road River Group. Black shale and 
green mudstone are the predominant lithologies plus minor chert, siltstone and 
limestone. Strong contact metamorphic aureoles (up to one kilometre wide zones of 
homfels and pyritization) were developed around the intrusions. A strong magnetic high 
anomaly exists to the northwest of the NID pluton. Two types of mineralization have 
been recognized; quartz veins both within and around the intrusion with low gold values; 
and gold mineralization associated with porphyry dikes. Strong gold and arsenic 
anomalies were reportedly delineated by AGlP in early 1980s. 

Previous Work 

Previous work included regional geological mapping by the GSC (Open File 1 1  18, 
1982), and stream sediment sampling (RGS) released by the GSC in 1990. Agip 
Canada Ltd. staked claims in 1982 after anomalous gold values were found during a 
reconnaissance program. Further soil grid and rock chip sampling was conducted in 
1983 by Agip. In 1995, Alliance Pacific staked the NID and YZ claims and conducted 
soil and rock chip sampling. A large coincidental gold and arsenic anomaly was found 
over the YZ claims. No drill target was established. 

Cvprus Proqram 

The 1997 work program by Cyprus on the NID and YZ claims consisted of one day 
helicopter supported prospecting. Four grab rock samples were collected within a 
kilometre to the west of the YZ claims and no anomalous gold values were found. The 



sample numbers are 135228 to 135231. The results are shown in Appendix 1 and Map 
4. 

Recommendations 

Based on the large Au-As anomaly outlined by previous work, it is recommended that 
the YZ claims be further field checked. 
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10.3 EM Claims 
(EM 1 - 112, YB44695 to YB44800 and YB64001 to YB64006) NTS 105 - 0 - 06 

Location and Claims 

The EM claim block consists of 112 claims located near the headwaters of Hess River 
and about seven kilometres north of Niddery Lake, in the Mayo Mining Division, Yukon 
Territory, on NTS map sheet 105 - 0 - 6 (Figure 5 and Map 4). The center of the claim 
block is at approximately 63O23' north latitude and 131'24' west longitude. About 80 
percent of the claim area is above tree line in very steep mountain terrain. Five small ice 
fields exist in the central portion of the claim block and occupy approximately 1.5 square 
kilometres. Access to the claims is by helicopter. 

Geoloqy 

The EM claims were staked to cover two small Tombstone intrusions, called the Twin 
Batholiths. The biotite bearing granite to granodiorite plugs are 2.5 kilometres and 3 
kilometres in diameter and were ernplaced into northwest striking Paleozoic 
sedimentary rocks consisting of argillite, chert, siltstone, quartzite and, locally, minor 
bright orange weathering dolostones. Strong contact metamorphic aureoles with three 
strong magnetic high anomalies were developed around the intrusions. Spectacular 
miarolitic cavities containing Au, Mo and W bearing minerals are locally present. Gold, 
molybdenite, scheelite, bismuthinite and telluride were noted in some east-west striking, 
north dipping veins. 

Previous Work 

Previous stream sediment and rock sampling conducted by Union Carbide Exploration 
Corp. in early 1980s focused on defining the extent of gold bearing units in the 
Paleozoic sediments surrounding the Twin Batholiths. Anomalous gold values were 
detected from veins and breccias near the margins of the intrusions. Regional silt 
sampling by the GSC in the late 1980s identified a large gold anomaly surrounding the 
Twin Batholiths. Alliance Pacific conducted an intensive helicopter supported rock, silt 
and soil sampling program in 1995. 

Cyprus Proclram 

The 1997 work program by Cyprus on the EM claims consisted of nine man-day 
helicopter reconnaissance sampling over the contact zones and hornfels aureoles. A 
total of 57 samples (including 5 soil samples) were collected (sample # 134159 to 
134180 and 134309 to 134323 and 134481, 134483, 134485 to 134497). All were 
analyzed for Au plus 35 element ICP. The results are shown in Appendix 1 and Map 4. 
Of the 57 samples taken, only two returned gold values higher than 1 g/t Au and 8 
assayed between 0.5 and 1 g/t Au. The best gold mineralization is located in the 



sediments (mainly carbonaceous shales, argillite, chert and siltstones) near the 
previously identified breccia zone between the two batholiths. The zone is several tens 
of metres wide and is host to a few feldspar-quartz porphyry dikes and numerous small 
quartz veins. Both the sediments and the dikes are mineralized with pyrrhotite and 
minor pyrite. Assay results indicate a strong arsenic, antimony and locally bismuth and 
cadmium association with gold mineralization. 

Recommendations 

Although there is extensive, prospective, hornfels located between the two intrusives, a 
maximum of 1.8 g/t Au in a grab sample and lack of any obvious zone of alteration or 
structural complexity are not encouraging. Low priority traverses and sampling could be 
conducted in previously neglected areas. 





10.4 HER and HIS Claims 
(HER 1-4, YB44181-YB44184, HIS 1-4, YB44185- YB44188) NTS105-0-6,11 

Location and Claims 

The HER and HIS claim blocks each consist of four claims located about seven 
kilometres southwest and west of Emerald Lake respectively, in the Mayo Mining 
Division, Yukon Territory. The HER claims straddle the border between NTS map 
sheets 105 - 0 - 06 and 11 and the HIS claims are located on NTS map sheet 105 - 0 
- 11 (Figure 6 and Map 5). The center of the HER claim block is at approximately 
63O30' north latitude and 131°20' west longitude, and that of HIS claims at 63O33' north 
latitude and 1 31°23' west longitude. About 95 percent of the claim areas are above tree 
line in very steep mountain terrain. Access is by helicopter. 

The HER and HIS claims were staked to cover two small Tombstone Suite biotite 
bearing granodiorite plugs about 500 metres in diameter intruded into sedimentary 
rocks of Cambrian to Silurian age. The sedimentary lithologies include maroon and 
pale green argillite, grey-white quartzite with interbedded argillite and quartz pebble 
conglomerate in the lower portion and green argillite, black shale, chert and minor 
dolostone in the upper portion. A strong contact metamorphic aureole with a strong 
coincident magnetic high anomaly developed around the HER intrusion. 

Previous Work 

Previous work included regional geological mapping by GSC (Open File 205, 1974), 
and stream sediment sampling (RGS) released by the GSC in 1990. Agip conducted 
surface rock and stream sediment sampling in the early 1980s. Anomalous gold values 
were found in the stream sediments. 

Cvprus Proqram 

The 1997 work program by Cyprus on the HER claims consisted of a one day helicopter 
reconnaissance sampling over the southern contact zone and hornfels aureole. No 
work was performed on the HIS claims in 1997. A total of 12 grab samples were 
collected (sample # 134670 to 134678 and 134680 to 134682) and were analyzed for 
Au plus 35 element ICP. The results are shown in Appendix 1 and Map 4. 

Of the 72 samples taken, four assayed from 158 ppb to 390 ppb Au. These anomalous 
samples included one sample from rusty granodiorite near a contact with cherty argillite, 
two stream sediment samples, which confirmed the anomalous gold values found by 
previous sampling, and one sample from rusty siliceous, argillite - siltstone. 



Recommendations 

Although sampling and prospecting were not exhaustive, there does not seem to be a 
zone of significant alteration or mineralization on these well exposed properties. No 
further work is recommended. 





10.5 MY Claims 
(MY 1 - 52 YB44205 - YB44256, and MY 57 - 154 YB44261 - YB44358) 

NTS 105-0-11  

Location and Claims 

The MY claim block is located in the Mayo Mining Division, Yukon Territory, on NTS 
map sheet 105 - 0 - 11 (Figure 7 and Map 5) and consists of 150 claims extending 
east-west across the north end of Emerald Lake. The center of the claim block is 
located at approximately 63O34' north latitude and 131°14' west longitude. About 70 
percent of the claim area is above tree line in extremely rugged steep mountain terrain. 
Access is by helicopter or by float plane to Emerald Lake. 

Geoloqy 

The MY claims were staked to cover a Tombstone Suite intrusion (Emerald Lake 
Pluton) which is exposed over an area approximately 12 kilometres long by 2.5 
kilometres wide. The pluton is distinctly alkaline and silica deficient in composition. 
Typical mineralogy includes a large proportion of K-feldspars (greater than 50%) with 
subordinate amounts of hornblende and locally biotite. Quartz is rare or absent. 
Several stages of intrusion were recognized by Smit (1984), including an early trachytic 
phase, a porphyritic main phase and a later biotite bearing stage. The pluton is 
emplaced into the Cambrian to Silurian sedimentary rocks, including chert, shale, 
argillite, siltstone, sandstone, conglomerate and minor carbonate rocks. A strong 
contact metamorphic aureole of several kilometres wide was developed around the 
intrusion coincident with a magnetic high anomaly. 

Previous Work 

Previous work included regional geological mapping by GSC (Open File 205, 1974), 
and stream sediment sampling (RGS) released by the GSC in 1990. AGlP Canada Ltd. 
conducted systematic surface exploration work on the Emerald Lake pluton from 1979 
to 1982 and discovered significant gold mineralization. Mineralization comprises mainly 
quartz and quartz-calcite veins in the intrusion. Four zones of significant gold 
mineralization were found by the previous operators near the intrusive contact (Tom 
Zone, Meadow Zone, Fish Lake Zone and Mt. SolgHone). The best previous assay 
result from the Tom Zone was 15.9 g/t Au overHO metres in continuous rock chip 
sampling of quartz vein material in fractured intru e. Since 1995, Alliance Pacific has 
conducted a systematic exploration program o K" the MY claims including geological 
mapping, prospecting, soil and rock chip sampling and diamond drilling. Significant 
visible gold was found associated with bismuthinite in quartz-feldspar pegmatite-veins 
hosted by the intrusion. 



C v ~ r u s  Proaram 

The 1997 work by Cyprus on the MY claims consisted of a four man-day helicopter 
reconnaissance sampling program over a portion of the contact zone. A total of 25 
samples were collected (sample # 134153 to 134158 and 134240 to 134247 and 
134307, 134308 and 135291 to 135299) and were analyzed for Au plus 35 element 
ICP. The results are shown in Appendix 1 and Map 5. 

Only low anomalous gold values (tens of ppbs Au) were obtained from both the intrusive 
and the sedimentary rocks near contact zones. A high of 103 ppb Au was returned from 
gossanous hornfelsed siltstone. 

Recommendations 

The hornfels-intrusive contact does not appear to be mineralized where examined by 
Cyprus. A review of the Agip and Alliance Pacific assessment report is recommended 
to determine whether the extent and continuity of the Tom zone etc. are of interest to 
Cyprus. 





10.6 AU Claims 
(AU 1 - 42, YB44069 - YB44110) NTS 105-0-11  

Location and Claims 

The AU claim block consists of 42 claims located about 12 kilometres northeast of 
Emerald Lake, in the Mayo Mining Division, Yukon Territory, near the eastern edge of 
NTS map sheet 105 - 0 - I I (Figure 8 and Map 5). The centre of the claim block is at 
approximately 63"39' north latitude and 131°05' west longitude. About 90 percent of the 
claim area is above tree line in rugged, steep, mountain terrain. Two small ice fields 
(<0.5 km2) exist near the east border of the claim block. Access is easiest by helicopter. 

Geoloqy 

The AU claims were staked to cover a small Tombstone suite intrusion. The biotite 
bearing granodiorite plug is about 1.3 kilometres in diameter and is emplaced into 
Cambrian to Ordovician green argillite, sandstone and dark grey chert, Silurian dark 
green to buff argillite and Devonian black shales. The strong contact metamorphic 
aureole around the intrusion is marked by rusty weathering outcrops and talus. 

Previous Work 

Previous work included regional soil and stream sediment surveys conducted by Atlas 
Exploration and Agip Exploration between 1968 and 1982. Various base metal 
anomalies associated with the intrusive body were identified. Regional silt sampling by 
the government identified a gold anomaly coincident with a magnetic high feature 
located to the south of the intrusive. In 1995 and 1996, Alliance Pacific conducted 
surface rock sampling and geological mapping. 

The 1997 work program on the AU claims consisted of a two day helicopter 
reconnaissance sampling program over the RGS gold anomaly. A total of 20 samples 
were collected (sample# 134746 to 134765) and all were analyzed for Au plus 35 
element ICP. The results are shown in Appendix 1 and Map 5. 

Although the sulphide content is generally high (-5%) in both the hornfelsed sediments 
and numerous quartz veinlets, no significant gold values were found. The magnetic 
high is probably caused by the pyrrhotite rich hornfels, and the RGS gold anomaly (20 
ppb Au) could be explained by weathering from sulphide rich quartz veinlets, which 
assayed up to 32 ppb Au. 



Recommendations 

Due to limited time, only the southern portion of the AU claims was examined in 1997. 
Further sampling is recommended but on a low priority bases. 



10.7 LM Claims 
(LM 1 -6 ,  YB44l l l  -YB44l l6)  

Location and Claims 

The LM claim block consists of 6 claims located about eight kilometres northeast of 
Emerald Lake and nine kilometres south of Arrowhead Lake, in the Mayo Mining 
Division, Yukon Territory (Figure 8 and Map 5). The centre of the claim block is at 
approximately 63O37.5' north latitude and 131°09' west longitude. About 95 percent of 
the claim area is above tree line in steep mountain terrain. One small ice field ( ~ 0 . 5  
km2) exists in the west portion of the claim block. Access is easiest by helicopter. 

Geoloay 

The LM claims were staked to cover a biotite-granodiorite plug of the Tombstone suite. 
This one kilometre by 800 metres intrusion was emplaced into Devonian argillite, 
siltstone, sandstone and dark grey chert, chert-argillite breccia. A large strong contact 
metamorphic aureole coincident with a magnetic high anomaly several kilometres wide 
surrounds the intrusion. Mineralization consists of sheeted quartz veins and quartz vein 
stockworks within the pluton. 

Previous Work 

Previous work included regional soil and stream sediment surveys conducted by Atlas 
Explorations and Agip Explorations between 1968 and 1982. Various base metal 
anomalies associated with the intrusive body were identified. Regional silt sampling 
done by the government identified a gold anomaly coincident with a magnetic high 
anomaly. In 1995 and 1996, Alliance Pacific conducted surface rock sampling, 
geological mapping and diamond drilling. A total of three holes were drilled in the 
northern portion of the intrusion with best result of 96 metres at 2.09 g/t Au including two 
1.5 m intervals grading 26.67 g/t and 76.9 g/t Au at depth of 300 m. The vast majority of 
other assay intervals returned less than 50 ppb Au with a few spikes above 200 ppb. 

Cyorus Proaram 

During the 1997 field season, helicopter field checking was conducted on the LM claims 
with no samples taken. 

Recommendations 

The LM claims are only a couple of kilometres to the east of the SYB claims where 
significant mineralization was found within hornfels in the 1997 sampling. Further 
structural study is recommended to determine whether a locus for gold mineralization 
exists in the area. 





10.8 BEN Claims 
(Ben 1 - 64, YB65613 - YB65676) NTS 105 -0 -11  

Location and Claims 

The Ben claim block consists of 64 claims located about 19 kilometres northwest of 
Emerald Lake, in the Mayo Mining Division. Yukon Territory, on NTS map sheet 105 - 0 
- 11 (Figure 9 and Map 5). The center of the claim block is located at approximately 
6943' north latitude and 131 "27' west longitude. About 80 percent of the claim area is 
above tree line in extremely rugged mountain terrain. Access is easiest by helicopter. 

Geolouv 

The Ben claims were staked by Alliance Pacific to cover a small Tombstone Suite 
intrusion. The biotite-bearing granodiorite-syenite pluton is about 2.5 kilometres in 
diameter underlies most of the claim block. It was emplaced into the lower Cambrian 
argillite, siltstone, quartzite, lapilli tuff and lithic tuffs. A strong contact metamorphic 
aureole was developed around the intrusion with a strong coincidental magnetic high 
anomaly. A large hornfels and skarn zone was found near the west contact. Two types 
of mineralization have been recognized; one comprises quartz or quartz-calcite veins 
generally found within the intrusion but with no significant width or strike length; the 
other is a skarn-style consisting of mainly pyrrhotite and magnetite with minor pyrite, 
chalcopyrite and smithsonite. 

Previous Work 

Previous work included stream sediment sampling conducted by Union Carbide 
Exploration Corp, in 1981. Anomalous gold values were detected from the vicinity of the 
granodiorite intrusion. Further follow-up work located a number of arsenopyrite veins 
with gold values up to 22.4 glt. In 1995 and 1996, Alliance Pacific conducted surface 
mapping and sampling. The best gold value was 5.9 glt. 

Cvprus Prouram 

The 1997 work program on the Ben claims consisted of two man-day helicopter 
reconnaissance sampling over the east and west contact zones and the surrounding 
hornfels. A total of 11 samples were collected (sample # 134147 to1 MI 52 and 135160 
to 135164). All were analyzed for Au plus 35 element ICP. The results are shown in 
Appendix 1 and Map 5. 

Of the I I samples collected, two returned gold values of 5396 ppb Au and 4943 ppb 
Au. The first was taken from quartz vein float located on the ridge top and contained 
one to two percent disseminated galena. The second sample was collected from a 0.3 
metre wide quartz-chalcedonic vein mineralized with a silvery sulphide (arsenopyrite?) 



hosted in hornfelsed black chert horizon below an old trench. A zone of bleaching and 
clay alteration was noted. These two samples not only contain good gold values, but 
also assayed high in Cu, Pb, (Ag), Zn, As, (Hg), and Sb (Appendix 1). 

Recommendations 

The erratic gold values on the Ben claims do not encourage further work. 



10.9 ET Claims 
(ET 1 - 16, YB44189 - YB44204) NTS 1 0 5 - 0 - 1 1  

Location and Claims 

The ET claim block consists of 16 claims located about 13 kilometres northwest of 
Emerald Lake, in the Mayo Mining Division, Yukon Territory, on NTS map sheet 105 - 0 
- 1 1  (Figure 9 and Map 5). The center of the claim block is at approximately 63O39' 
north latitude and 131°22' west longitude. About 70 percent of the claim area is above 
tree line in very steep mountain terrain. Access is by helicopter. 

Geoloqy 

The ET claims were staked to cover a small Tombstone Suite granodiorite intrusion 
about 500 metres in diameter, which was emplaced into lower Cambrian argillite, 
siltstone, quartzite, lapilli tuff and lithic tuffs. A small contact metamorphic aureole was 
developed around the intrusion with a strong, coincident, magnetic high anomaly. Fine 
grained clastic sediments near the intrusive plug have been metamorphosed to a dark 
fine grained magnetite bearing hornfels. The eastern contact has been displaced by a 
younger north-south striking fault. Small quartz veinlets (mostly tension veins), generally 
less than a centimetre wide and locally mineralized with pyrite-pyrrhotite-molybdenite 
are scattered through the intrusive. Associated with these veins are thin envelopes of 
K-feldspar alteration. 

Previous Work 

Previous work included stream sediment sampling conducted by Union Carbide 
Exploration Corp. in 1981. Anomalous gold values were detected from the vicinity of the 
granodiorite intrusion. Regional RGS data was released by the GSC in 1990. In 1995 
and 1996, Alliance Pacific conducted surface rock and soil sampling. The best assay 
of 6.7 g/t Au was from quartz vein float with trace arsenopyrite. 

The 1997 work program on the ET claims consisted of two day helicopter 
reconnaissance sampling over the contact zones and hornfels aureole. A total of 17 
samples were collected (sample # 131802 to 131818). All were analyzed for Au plus 35 
element ICP. The results are shown in Appendix 1 and Map 5. 

Of the 17 samples taken, the two best gold values were 557 ppb Au and 179 ppb Au. 
The first sample was collected from rusty fractured chert with no visible sulphide. The 
other sample was from a brecciated, gossanous, chert horizon which locally contains 
one to three percent fracture controlled crystalline galena. In addition to the gold 
values, these two samples also assayed high in Pb and Zn (see Appendix 1). 



Recommendations 

The gold values found on the ET claims are generally low and of limited extent. No 
further work is recommended. 





10.10 FlDO Claims 
(Fido 1 - 64, YB74109 - YB74172) NTS 105-0-  12 

Location and Claims 

The Fido claim block consists of 64 claims located about six kilometres north of a past 
silver producer (Plata Mine), and approximately 13 kilometres west-southwest of the 
confluence of the Rogue River and Old Cabin Creek. The property is located in the 
Mayo Mining Division, Yukon Territory, on NTS map sheet 105 - 0 - 12 (Figure 10 and 
Map 6). The center of the claim block is located at approximately 63O39' north latitude 
and 131°56' west longitude. About 80 percent of the claim area is above tree line in 
extremely rugged mountain terrain. Access is by helicopter. 

The Fido claims were staked to cover a small Tombstone suite, biotite-bearing 
granodiorite - granite pluton about two kilometres long by one kilometre wide. The 
intrusion was emplaced into the Cambrian to Ordovician maroon and green shales and 
Devonian chert pebble conglomerate and black shale. Strong contact metamorphic 
aureole was developed around the intrusion with a strong coincidental magnetic high 
anomaly. Locally hornfels and skarn zone were noted near the contact. Mineralization 
includes mainly quartz and quartz-calcite veins in the intrusion and quartz flooding in 
hornfelsed sediments. Sulphide content is generally low within the intrusion, but locally 
small pyrite - pyrrhotite veinlets do occur and carry significant amount of gold, up to 12 
g/t Au in grab samples. 

Previous Work 

Previous work included regional geological mapping by the GSC (Open File 205, 1974) 
and stream sediment sampling (RGS) released by the GSC in 1990. Union Carbide 
Exploration Corp. staked 32 claims in 1981 after locating a number of quartz veins 
containing pyrite, galena, arsenopyrite and stibnite within the intrusion. Since 1995, 
Alliance Pacific conducted a systematic exploration program on the Fido claims 
including geological mapping, prospecting, soil and rock chip sampling and diamond 
drilling. Low grade (generally less than 500 ppb Au) gold mineralization was found 
within the intrusion. 

Cyprus Program 

The 1997 work by Cyprus on the Fido claims consisted of a seven manday helicopter 
reconnaissance sampling program over the contact zones of the intrusion. A total of 36 
samples were collected (sample # 134140 to 134141, 134301, 134451 to 134457, 
134638 to 134658, 135151 to 135152 and 135156 to 135158) and were analyzed for Au 
plus 35 element ICP. The results are shown in Appendix 1 and Map 6. 



Of the 36 grab samples collected, three returned gold values of 12.84 glt, 2.25 glt and 
1.15 glt Au. The first sample was taken from a four centimetres pyritic (30% py, 2% 
galena) quartz vein in the granodiorite near the contact zone with hornfelsed argillite. 
High Ag, Pb, Sb, As and Bi values were returned from this sample. The second and 
third samples were taken from granodiorite with 60 percent and 30 percent quartz 
veinlets respectively. These two samples were about 10 metres from the contact zone 
with argillite. Only trace amount of sulphides (mostly pyrrhotite) were found in the 
samples. The remaining samples were mostly taken from the sedimentary rocks 
surrounding the intrusion, and assayed generally in the low tens of ppbs Au. 

Recommendations 

Gold mineralization appears to be concentrated in rare, narrow, sulphide veins and 
restricted zones of quartz veining in the intrusion close to the hornfels contact. There is 
little evidence for the mineralization to be of sufficient grade or extent to produce a 
target of interest to Cyprus. No further work is recommended. 
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1 1  1997 EXPENDITURES 

1997 PROSPECTING PROGRAM, E M E M L D  LAKE PROJECT, YUKON 

Statement of E x ~ e n d i t u r e s  

Salaries: 
Field: 
1 senior project geologist (M. Clarke), 3 days @ $650/day $1,950 
2 project geologist (D. Broughton and T. Morgan), 18.5 days @ $6,475 
$350/day 
2 contract geologists (XD Jiang and D. Cruji), 13.5 days @ $310/day $4,185 
2 field assistants, 13 days @ $260/day $3,380 
1 cook, 13 days @ $200/day $2,600 
Office: 
1 project geologist for report writing, 13 days @ $300/day $3,900 
1 drafting person, 19 days @ $250/day $4,750 

Fixed Wing Aircraft (Summit Air) 
($6.50/mile) 

Helicopter (Northern Mountain) 
(28.6 hours @ $669/hr) 

Fuel 
Supplies 
Hauling Camp Gear ($4.00/mile) 

(and 920 Loader $80/hr) 
Camp Gear Rentals 

(Kluane Drilling Ltd.) 
Groceries 
Expediting ($145.16/day) 

(Kluane Drilling Ltd.) 
Satellite Phone and Radios 

(Glentel lnc.) 
Sample shipping and Assay (212 samples @ $22/sample) 

(Bondar Clegg) 
Travel & Accommodations (Vancouver-Whitehorse) 

(for 5 geologists) 
Topo-Maps and Mag Data Processing 

(RGI Resource GIs and Imaging Ltd.) 

Total 



12. STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 

I. Xiangdong Jiang of Cyprus Canada Inc. do hereby certify that: 

I am a contract geologist with Cyprus Canada Inc. and reside at 5900 Granville 

Avenue, Richmond, B.C. V7C 1 E9. 

I have a BSc from the Changchun College of Geology, China in 1982. 

I have more than ten years experience working as a geologist in China and 

Canada. 

I have been employed as a contract geologist with Cyprus Canada Inc. since 

1994. 

I worked on the Emerald Lake Project in July, 1997 

Respectively, 

Xiangdong Jiang 

Cyprus Canada Inc. 

March 5, 1998 

Vancouver, B.C. 



STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 

I, David W. Broughton of Cyprus Canada Inc. do hereby certify that: 

I am a Project Geologist with Cyprus Canada Inc., residing at 1134 50B St., 

Delta, B.C. V4M 2W1. 

I am a Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada. 

I hold a M.Sc and B.Sc in Earth Sciences from The University of Waterloo, 

Waterloo. Ontario. 

I have more than ten years work experience in exploration and mining geology. 

I am a Project Geologist for the Emerald Lake Project, and was on site in July, 

1997. 

Respectively, 

David W. Broughton 

Cyprus Canada Inc. 

March 7,1998 

Vancouver, B.C 
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Phone No. 
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943-9639 
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521-7278 
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